Here we welcome the curious and the opportunity to make you curiouser. Find an answer? Great. Now go deeper or broader. Question your assumptions and conclusions. Don't just think outside the box. Blast it to pieces.

You'll find curiosity and its sibling, creativity, everywhere at George School. From the welcome-to-the-community immersion of New Student Orientation to the most rigorous AP and IB courses. In signature programs from the arts to robotics. In our Quaker heritage, which inspires us to embrace people of all faiths and encourage them to ask questions (Friends call them queries) on their own spiritual journey.

We ask a lot of our students. We want you to work hard, learn loads, have fun, act with integrity, make connections, and keep an open mind and an open heart. You will be enriched by living with people from diverse backgrounds, just as you will be energized by learning—and thinking—across disciplines.

Yes, we'll ask a lot of you at George School, and you will find the answers. You'll leave with valuable skills, a changed perspective, and plenty of confidence, with lifelong friends and lasting memories, with precious knowledge and a thirst for more. And you'll have answered the most important question of all: Who will I become at GS?

Come to George School. Become your best self.